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Abstract

Apathy is a common feature of neurodegenerative disorders but is difficult to study in a clinical trial setting due to practical and
conceptual barriers. Principal challenges include a paucity of data regarding apathy in these disorders, an absence of established
diagnostic criteria, the presence of confounding factors (eg, coexisting depression), use of concomitant medications, and an
absence of a gold-standard apathy assessment scale. Based on a literature search and ongoing collaboration among the authors, we
present recommendations for the design of future clinical trials of apathy, suggesting Alzheimer disease and Parkinson disease as
models with relevance across a wider array of neuropsychiatric disorders. Recommendations address clarification of the targeted
study population (apathy diagnosis and severity at baseline), confounding factors (mood/cognition, behavior, and treatment),
outcome measures, study duration, use of comparators and considerations around environment, and the role of the caregiver and
patient assent. This review contributes to the search for an optimal approach to study treatment of apathy in neuropsychiatric
disorders.
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Introduction and Rationale

Apathy is a common and clinically significant neuropsychiatric

syndrome frequently reported in neurological and psychiatric

disorders including mild cognitive impairment (MCI), Alzhei-

mer disease (AD), Parkinson disease (PD), Huntington disease,

stroke, multiple sclerosis, traumatic brain injury, progressive

supranuclear palsy, frontotemporal dementia, schizophrenia, and

major depression.1,2 The study of apathy in neuropsychiatric dis-

eases is problematic due to a number of inherent practical and

conceptual challenges. This article recommends methods appli-

cable to clinical trials of apathy treatments, suggests AD and PD

as models that may have relevance across a wider range of neu-

ropsychiatric disorders, and offers key recommendations for the

design of clinical trials in this area.

There are a number of persuasive reasons to study apathy in

AD and PD. Both AD and PD are relatively well-defined and

common neurodegenerative conditions in the elderly individu-

als. An estimated 35.6 million people worldwide are reported

to have dementia,3 and an additional 7 to 10 million individuals

live with PD.4 Apathy is present in approximately 25% to 90%
of patients with AD and 20% to 70% of patients with PD,1,5-9

indicating that many individuals have the consequences of

apathy across these large populations.

There is a far larger body of literature concerning apathy in AD

and PD relative to other neurodegenerative diseases. Indeed, most

research concerning apathy in neurological disorders has focused

on these 2 disorders10,11 or on negative symptoms of schizophre-

nia, of which apathy (amotivation) is a core component.
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Finally, a consistent relationship is reported between high

levels of apathy in AD and PD and disease course. Higher lev-

els of apathy are associated with poorer outcomes of cogni-

tion,12 executive functioning,13,14 functional abilities,12,15 and

caregiver burden.2,16

Evidence for the effectiveness of pharmacological interven-

tions in the treatment of apathy is mixed. Both methylpheni-

date17 and acetylcholinesterase inhibitors18 have demonstrated

efficacy against apathy, while supportive data have been pub-

lished for memantine, psychostimulants, antiglutamatergics, and

dopaminergic agents.1,19-22 However, a systematic review of 35

studies showed that there is insufficient evidence that pharmaco-

logical treatment improves the symptoms of apathy in neurode-

generative disease.23 No data published since publication of the

review alters this conclusion.

A recent surge of interest in new potential therapeutic options

for apathy has created an impetus for the development of a consid-

ered methodological approach to clinical trials. Such studies will

need to conform to the robust principles of randomized trials.

This article offers key recommendations for the design of clin-

ical studies investigating the management of apathy in AD and PD

and, by extension, in a wider range of neuropsychiatric disorders.

Methodology

A semistructured literature search was conducted in the

PubMed (Medline) database, followed by retrospective refer-

encing from articles identified and further ad hoc exploratory

review. Search terms were (1) motivation OR motivational

OR apathy OR apathetic OR drive OR volition OR volitional

OR passive OR passivity OR interest OR detachment OR fati-

gue AND ‘‘Alzheimer’s’’ and (2) motivation OR motivational

OR apathy OR apathetic OR drive OR volition OR volitional

OR passive OR passivity OR interest OR detachment OR fati-

gue OR ‘‘nonmotor symptoms’’ AND ‘‘Parkinson’s’’.

In 2013, a meeting entitled ‘‘Methodological Considerations

for Clinical Investigations of the Treatment of Apathy in Neu-

rodegenerative Disorders’’ was convened as the culmination of

a long-term collaboration among the authors. Systematic dis-

cussion on the key issues relating to the design of clinical trials

in apathy led to a consensus on recommendations for future

trials in the area. Subjects discussed included use of apathy

diagnostic criteria and clinical trial design issues including

management of confounding factors, patient populations, and

outcome assessments. A review of the current regulatory envi-

ronment was not included in the discussion.

This article represents the outcome of this process and con-

tributes to the search for an optimal approach to study the treat-

ment of apathy in neuropsychiatric disorders.

Challenges Associated With Studying Apathy
in Neuropsychiatric Disorders

Several practical and conceptual difficulties are associated with

conducting clinical trials to evaluate treatment effects on

apathy in AD and PD. The principle challenges are described

subsequently, while our proposed solutions are offered in

Recommendations section.

Paucity of Data

Compared with the volume of clinical trials for motor disorders

in PD and cognition impairment in AD, there are few rando-

mized, controlled treatment studies reporting evaluations of

apathy in AD and PD. Further, evaluation tools vary widely,

meaning that ‘‘best practices’’ in this area are not established.

The Apathy in Dementia Methylphenidate Trial (ADMET)

study, which assessed the effects of methylphenidate on apathy

in AD, is a good example of a methodologically sound

approach to trials for the treatment of apathy in AD and was the

starting point for discussions for the current publication.17,24

Inconsistencies in Definition

A major challenge associated with the study of apathy in neu-

rodegenerative diseases has been the lack of a consensus in the

definition of terms and confusion over appropriate diagnostic

criteria. For example, interchangeable use of the terms ‘‘amo-

tivation,’’ ‘‘apathy,’’ ‘‘avolition,’’ and ‘‘flattened affect’’ make

it difficult to determine whether the same construct is being

investigated across studies.25

Further, we do not know whether the underlying pathophy-

siology of apathy is the same across neurodegenerative and pri-

mary psychiatric disorders nor do we know whether these are

clinically distinguishable. Phenomenologically, apathy has

considerable overlap with negative symptoms of schizophrenia

and is considered a core symptom, covering aspects of overt

behavior, cognition, and emotion.26

Although motivation is related to goal-directed behavior,27

apathy comprises multiple dimensions such as interest, activ-

ity, motivation, and emotion. Lack of motivation is considered

by many to be the most important component of the syndrome

of apathy11,28,29 (Table 1). Recently proposed diagnostic cri-

teria29 define ‘‘apathy’’ as a loss or diminution of goal-

directed behavior, cognition, or emotion, which persists and

is accompanied by functional impairment.36

Inconsistencies and contradictions relating to definitions of

terms have important implications in defining the preferred

clinical trial population for a study of apathy. Recommenda-

tions given subsequently regarding the definition of apathy will

assist in constructing uniform trial populations and will facili-

tate the evolution of better approaches.

Confounding Factors

Definitions of depression sometimes incorporate many features

of apathy and may lead to overlap in the identification of

depression and apathy in AD and PD, potentially confounding

apathy assessment at both study entry and exit. Reported preva-

lence of depression (major or minor) ranges from *30% to

50% in AD37 and *3% to 90% in PD.9,38-41 Prevalence of

apathy in the absence of depression is reported to be between

2 Journal of Geriatric Psychiatry and Neurology
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9.4% and 25% in AD12,42 and 14% in PD.38 ‘‘Pure’’ apathy

rates (absence of both depression and dementia) in PD are

5.2% and 8.2%, depending on the criteria used.43,44

Although loss of motivation occurs in both apathy and

depression, apathy is considered to be a loss of motivation

without dysphoria.45 Overlap between depression and apathy

has been reported in both AD15 and PD,49 while Levy et al8

demonstrated a significant correlation between apathy and

depression in PD (r ¼ .34; P ¼ .03). Although the association

between apathy and depression in AD is less clear, Starkstein

et al12 reported an unequal frequency of apathy based on the

presence of depression (w2 ¼ 26.8, df ¼ 2, P < .0001), with

increased apathy significantly associated with both major and

minor depression.

The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders

(fifth edition; DSM-V) diagnosis of major depressive disorder

(MDD) requires 1 or more of the 2 core criteria, that is, (1)

depressed mood or (2) loss of interest or pleasure, and a total

of at least 5 of the 9 listed symptoms (which include the 2 core

symptoms).46 Of these 9 symptoms, 4 could also be included as

symptoms of apathy—change in interest, pleasure, activity,

interest—which is itself a cardinal symptom of depression.39

The DSM allows the diagnosis of depression in the absence

of a depressed mood, provided that symptoms of loss of interest

or anhedonia are present.35 Similarly, the International Statis-

tical Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision and Related

Health Problems states that patients with loss of interest but

no depressed mood may still qualify for a diagnosis of mild

or moderate depression provided they have decreased energy.

These definitions may contribute to the high frequency of

apparent cooccurrence of depression and apathy.

Other potential confounders are summarized in Table 2.

Psychotic symptoms (including delusions and hallucinations)

are common in AD and may be a significant risk factor for the

development of apathy.47,48 Although agitation may not be a

‘‘direct’’ confounding factor, an ‘‘indirect’’ confounding effect

is plausible if patients with agitation (or psychosis) are less able

to participate in describing apathy. In addition, agitation and

aggression are common in severe AD, creating a potential

threat to patients, caregivers, and study staff and possibly

reducing the ability to record other symptoms.

Absence of Gold-Standard Assessment Scales

There is currently no widely accepted gold-standard measure-

ment scale for assessing apathy either in isolation or within the

context of neuropsychiatric disorders. A number of rating

scales have been developed, but most have shortcomings. Sev-

eral of the rating scales have been adapted into alternative ver-

sions for the clinician’s assessment, the patient’s assessment,

and the caregiver’s assessment. A clinician’s objective evalua-

tion may be more valid than a patient’s self-rating,17,49 while a

caregiver may be able to provide a more accurate record of the

frequency and duration of symptoms. However, caregivers may

overestimate the capabilities of patients and ratings may be

influenced by their own distress.50

The 2 most widely used scales in this area are the Neurop-

sychiatric Inventory (NPI) and the Apathy Evaluation Scale

(AES).

The NPI was developed for use in patients with demen-

tia25,30,51 and is based on responses from a structured inter-

view with caregivers. The NPI assesses 10 or 12 behavioral

domains common in dementia, including apathy and dys-

phoria/depression. Content validity, concurrent validity,

inter-rater reliability, and test–retest reliability of the NPI

have been established51 for dementia. The apathy subscale

(NPI-apathy) comprises a screening question and 8 subitems

that are invoked following a positive response.30,51 Frequency

and severity of symptoms are rated as part of a single score,

as well as caregiver distress which is scored separately.51

A nursing-home version (NPI-NH), an abbreviated version

for everyday clinical use (NPI-Q),52 and a clinician-rated

expanded version (NPI-C)53 have also been developed.

Although the NPI-C has been validated against the AES for

measuring apathy, of all the domains, apathy had the weakest

convergent validity (r ¼ .31)53 and there is limited experience

in trials with this scale.

Table 1. Summary of Competing Concepts of Apathy.29

Reference Concept

Marin (1991)28 Disorder of motivation with cognitive,
sensory, motor, and affective subtypes

Cummings et al
(1994)30

Disorder of motivation with cognitive,
sensory, motor, and affective subtypes

Stuss et al (2000)31 Disorder of initiative, manifesting lack of self-
initiated action, which may be affective,
behavioral, or cognitive and includes ‘‘social
apathy’’—a disorder of sense of self and
social awareness

Robert et al (2002)32 Disorder of motivation with emotional
blunting, lack of initiative, and lack of
interest

Sockeel et al (2006)33 Disorder of intellectual curiosity, action
initiation, emotion, and self-awareness

Levy and Dubois
(2006)34

Disorder of voluntary and goal-directed
behaviors; with 3 subtypes of disrupted
‘‘signal’’ processing: emotional affective,
cognitive, and autoactivation

Starkstein and
Leentjens (2008)35

Disorder of motivation with diminished goal-
directed behavior and cognition

Table 2. Potential Confounders in the Study of Apathy in Neurologi-
cal Diseases.

Alzheimer Disease Parkinson Disease

Depression Depression
Psychosis Psychosis
Impaired hearing, vision, and speech Impaired hearing, vision, and

speech
Agitation/aggression Fatigue, sleep disorder
Environment Anxiety

Environment
Physical constraints

Cummings et al 3
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The AES was developed to assess the behavioral, cognitive,

and emotional aspects of apathy.54 In a recent trial, the AES

was relatively insensitive to treatment effects compared with

the NPI.24 The scale comprises 18 core items that assess and

quantify the affective, behavioral, and cognitive domains of

apathy, with higher scores indicating more severe apathy. Ver-

sions for the ratings of clinicians (AES-C), caregivers (AES-I),

and patients (AES-S) are available, as well as a 10-item short

version of the AES (AES-10) created for use in nursing-

home residents.55

The AES was initially validated in individuals with AD,

stroke, MDD, and healthy elderly individuals.54 It demon-

strated high inter-rater reliability and test–retest reliability;

there was also a clear discrimination between apathy and

depression, and apathy and anxiety on the AES-C and AES-S.

Other alternative measures include the apathy scale (AS)

which was derived from the AES and has demonstrated good

discriminant validity between apathy and depression in studies

involving patients with AD, PD, and stroke. The Lille apathy

rating scale (LARS) was chiefly designed for use in patients

with PD33 and has demonstrated good psychometric properties;

it has a complex scoring system.56 The Apathy Inventory is an

assessment tool for use in patients with AD and PD, while the

Motivation and Energy Inventory was designed for patients

with MDD.32,57 However, use in clinical trials is limited.

Other assessment tools developed for use in patients with

neuropsychiatric disorders are less widely used or are not spe-

cific for apathy. In addition, these tools have often not been

validated in the general population, diminishing their value in

diagnosing clinically significant apathy and its changes over

time or in response to treatment. Furthermore, the absence of

agreed diagnostic definitions has hampered the ability to vali-

date assessment scales in apathy.

Clinical Relevance of Treatment Effect

Because of the small number of randomized controlled trials

(RCTs), there is still little consensus on what constitutes a clini-

cally relevant effect in terms of the different assessment scales;

statistical significance does not necessarily translate into a

meaningful clinical benefit. Furthermore, even a clinically rel-

evant symptomatic effect may not have a long-term effect on

outcomes and quality of life (QoL). A prospective trial will

need to consider the symptomatic clinical relevance and prac-

tical long-term outcome effect of any benefit.

Use of Concomitant Medications

Due to the nature of the target patient characteristics and asso-

ciated disease states, most patients recruited for studies of

apathy in neurodegenerative diseases will be receiving multiple

concomitant medications that may be psychoactive. Typical

concomitant therapies may include selective serotonin reup-

take inhibitors (SSRIs), peripheral anticholinergic drugs (for

overactive bladder), cholinesterase inhibitors, antipsychotics and

other psychotropics, monoamine oxidase inhibitors (MAOIs),

and dopaminergic agents.

Concomitant use of psychotropic drugs and psychostimu-

lants may confound an apathy study, either by their direct effect

on apathy or through their effects on confounding symptoms

such as depression, and it is therefore important to take these

into account when designing a trial.

Optimal Duration of Treatment

Optimal duration of treatment in any trial of apathy in neurode-

generative disorders must allow sufficient duration to observe

any treatment effect while not over extending the study so that

it is compromised by deterioration due to disease progression,

subject attrition, or increasing measurement of variability.

Recommendations

Key challenges associated with designing RCTs to study apathy

in neurological and psychiatric disorders are discussed in Chal-

lenges Associated With Studying Apathy in Neuropsychiatric

Disorders section Recommendations section presents recom-

mendations from the current group to address and overcome

these challenges. The optimal trial design balances the necessary

trade-offs between ideal trial design and study feasibility.

Study Population and Management of Confounders

Diagnosis of underlying neurological and psychiatric disorder. Entry

criteria for trials in this area should include a confirmed diag-

nosis of established AD or PD, with some consideration of the

stage of disease. In later disease states, the prevalence of apathy

is higher which facilitates recruitment; however, advanced

severity may be associated with practical challenges such as

including nursing home residents in the trial.

The Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) has been

widely used to define the level of cognitive impairment and is

recommended as an entry criterion with appropriate cutoff

values. Typical cutoffs for MMSE are as follows58: mild,

MMSE >20; moderate, MMSE 20 to 11; severe, MMSE �10.

Other approaches are generally minor variations of these cutoff

definitions (eg, mild, MMSE�20; moderate, MMSE 19-10; and

severe, MMSE �9)59

Apathy studies in AD have defined cognitive impairment

according to the following criteria:

� Mild-moderate; that is, MMSE 10 to 26 inclusive17,60,61

(NB Drye et al)17 allowed scores above 26 on a case-by-

case basis); MMSE �1062; MMSE: 10 to 25

(NCT01047254).

� Mild; that is, MMSE >18, but <29 (Study NCT00495820)

� Mild-severe; that is, MMSE between 5 and 26, inclusive64

� Mild-moderately severe; that is, MMSE >9.64

On this basis, a cutoff for mild-moderate AD of MMSE

26 to 15 is recommended as a reasonable severity range for

4 Journal of Geriatric Psychiatry and Neurology
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most trials; trials of agents that may be of benefit in more

advanced patients would adjust the MMSE range accordingly.

In PD trials, the inclusion of patients with and without

dementia should be balanced by recruitment considerations.

This group recommends patients be recruited with mild-

moderate AD (MMSE 26-15). It is also recommended that

mild-moderate dementia in PD (MMSE 26-15) be allowed, but

that when nondemented patients with PD are included, out-

comes are stratified for dementia status (ie, PD dementia vs

PD nondementia).

Apathy diagnosis. Consensus criteria for diagnosis of apathy

have been established by an international task force,29 as

follows:

a. Loss of or diminished motivation in comparison to the

patient’s previous level of functioning and which is not

consistent with his age or culture. These changes in moti-

vation may be reported by the patient himself or by the

observations of others.

b. Presence of at least 1 symptom in at least 2 of the 3 follow-

ing domains for a period of at least 4 weeks and present

most of the time:

� ACTION (loss of, or diminished, goal-directed behavior)

� COGNITION (loss of, or diminished, goal-directed cogni-

tive activity)

� EMOTION (loss of, or diminished, emotion)

Impairments may reflect loss or diminution of self-initiated/

spontaneous behaviors (eg, starting a conversation) or environ-

mentally stimulated behaviors (responding to a conversation).

c. These symptoms (A-B) cause clinically significant impair-

ment in personal, social, occupational, or other important

areas of functioning.

d. The symptoms (A-B) are not exclusively explained or due

to physical disabilities (eg, blindness and loss of hearing),

to motor disabilities, to diminished level of consciousness

or to the direct physiological effects of a substance (eg,

drug of abuse, a medication).

These criteria were developed to correspond with the NPI-C

and are a revision of earlier work by Marin et al54 and Stark-

stein et al.65 They have been validated in several disease

areas36,43 and show good inter-rater reliability, concurrent

validity (against the NPI and LARS), and high acceptability

among patients and clinicians.36,66

From a practical perspective, these consensus criteria would

need to be operationalized for use in a trial setting, and a struc-

tured clinical interview created similar to the Structured Inter-

view for Apathy for use in research.67 A proposal for how these

criteria may be adapted and operationalized is provided in

Table 3, using examples derived from the NPI-C apathy

domain which have been developed specifically in parallel in

order to fit with the apathy diagnostic criteria.82

This group recommends use of operationalized interna-

tional task force criteria29 for the diagnosis of apathy at base-

line (Table 3).

Apathy severity assessment at baseline. Following a confirmed

diagnosis of apathy, it is recommended that specific apathy rat-

ing scales be used to define a minimum degree of psycho-

pathology for study entry. The issue of apathy cutoff scores

is fundamental to the design of a trial.

Apathy severity criteria at baseline will necessarily be

dependent on the specific objectives of individual trials, and the

appropriate rating-scale cutoff value will be determined

according to the target patient population. However, we present

the following considerations with respect to apathy severity

cutoff scores at baseline.

One factor that influences the selection of entry criteria in

terms of disease severity at baseline is the preferred outcome

measure for the study. Although the same instrument can be

used to measure disease severity and primary outcome,83-85 this

may not be ideal due to a potential regression to the mean of the

entry score. This threat to study interpretation can be mini-

mized by using 1 instrument to define the severity of the syn-

drome at baseline and a different tool to measure the

treatment outcome.

The scoring for NPI-apathy ranges from 0 (absent) to 12

(severe and very often present).30,51 In studies involving healthy

elderly individuals and those with AD, PD, MDD, schizophre-

nia, or MCI, a cutoff score for clinically significant apathy has

typically been defined as NPI-apathy score�4.36,47,55,85-90 In the

ADMET study, clinical apathy was defined on the NPI-apathy

subscale as: (1) frequency of apathy is ‘‘very frequently’’ or

(2) the frequency of apathy is ‘‘frequently’’ or ‘‘often,’’ and the

severity of the apathy is ‘‘moderate’’ or ‘‘marked.’’17 This

approach takes into account the fact that some patients may have

more frequent but less severe symptoms or less frequent but

more severe symptoms. The NPI-apathy score also has the

advantage of incorporating a component for caregiver assess-

ment, which provides an additional validity measure.

There is less consensus in the literature surrounding AES

cutoff scores, with not all studies reporting the scoring system

used. Some authors cite a 0 to 3 scoring system with others

using 1 to 4, while reported threshold values for total AES

score range from �30 to �41.5.25,54,91-98 In an article by

Clarke et al,91 AES was scored 1 to 4, with a cutoff for the

AES-I of 41.5 identified using a receiver–operating curve anal-

ysis. This article also reported that optimal psychometric per-

formance was achieved with the AES-I compared with the

AES-C or AES-S. Although a score of 41.5 may be considered

by some researchers to be high, it is essential that the chosen

AES cutoff score be consistent with other entry criteria, includ-

ing the NPI-apathy. Further research is required to characterize

definitively the most appropriate cutoff scores for determining

apathy severity at baseline. A score that is high enough to allow

demonstration of a treatment effect is balanced against having

scores low enough that the screen fail rate for the trial is not

unacceptably high.

Cummings et al 5
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Table 3. Proposed Diagnostic Criteria for Apathy (Based on International Task Force Consensus Criteria29).a

For a Diagnosis of Apathy, the Patient Should Fulfill Criteria A, B, C, and D Yes No NA

A

Loss of or diminished motivation in comparison to the patient’s previous level of functioning and which is not
consistent with his age or culture. These changes in motivation may be reported by the patient himself or by the
observations of others.

B

Presence of at least one symptom in at least two of the three following domains for a period of at least four weeks
and present most of the time

Domain B1 ACTION: Loss of, or diminished, goal-directed behavior as evidenced by at least one of the following:

- Loss of self-initiated behavior (for example: starting conversation, doing basic tasks of day-to-day living,
seeking social activities, communicating choices)

In order to rate yes or no, please consider the following examples:

‘‘Does the subject seem less spontaneous and active than usual?’’

‘‘Is the subject less likely to initiate a conversation?’’

‘‘Does the subject contribute less to household chores?’’

- Loss of environment-stimulated behavior (for example: responding to conversation, participating in social
activities)*

In order to rate yes or no, please consider the following example:

‘‘Does the subject reduce participation in social activities even when stimulated?’’

Domain B2 COGNITION: Loss of, or diminished, goal-directed cognitive activity as evidenced by at least one of the
following:

- Loss of spontaneous ideas and curiosity for routine and new events (ie, challenging tasks, recent news, social
opportunities, personal, family and social affairs)

In order to rate yes or no, please consider the following examples:

‘‘Does the subject seem less interested in the activities and plans of others?’’

‘‘Is the subject less enthusiastic about his/her usual interests?’’

‘‘Has the subject lost interest in friends and family members?’’

‘‘Does the subject sit quietly without paying attention to things going on around him/her?’’

- Loss of environment-stimulated ideas and curiosity for routine and new events (ie, in the persons residence,
neighborhood or community)

In order to rate yes or no, please consider the following examples:

‘‘Does the subject less interested in routine or new events proposed by the surrounding’’

Domain B3 EMOTION: Loss of, or diminished, emotion as evidenced by at least one of the following:

- Loss of spontaneous emotion, observed or self-reported (for example, subjective feeling of weak or absent
emotions, or observation by others of a blunted affect)

In order to rate yes or no, please consider the following example:

‘‘Is the subject less affectionate or lacking in emotions when compared to his/her usual self?

- Loss of emotional responsiveness to positive or negative stimuli or events (for example, observer-reports of
unchanging affect, or of little emotional reaction to exciting events, personal loss, serious illness, emotional-
laden news)

In order to rate yes or no, please consider the following example:

‘‘Does the subject express less emotion in response to positive or negative or events’’

C

These symptoms (A-B) cause clinically significant impairment in personal, social, occupational, or other important
areas of functioning.

D

The symptoms (A-B) are not exclusively explained or due to physical disabilities (eg, blindness and loss of hearing),
to motor disabilities, to diminished level of consciousness or to the direct physiological effects of a substance (eg,
drug of abuse, a medication).

Abbreviations: NA, not applicable; NPI, Neuropsychiatric Inventory clinician-rated expanded version.
aOperationalization examples come from the NPI-C apathy domain.
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Further evaluation of the use of rating-scale cutoff scores to

determine absolute severity of apathy is required to make a

definitive recommendation regarding entry criteria for trials

of apathy in neurodegenerative disorders. However, on the

basis of information currently available and the need for flexi-

bility according to the specific objectives of individual trials,

this group recommends that a value of �4 for the NPI-apathy

or 41.5 for the AES-I score be adopted as a cutoff value for

study inclusion. The ADMET definition of clinical apathy

based on the NPI subscale (1. apathy frequency is ‘‘very fre-

quently’’ or 2. apathy frequency is ‘‘frequently’’ or ‘‘often,’’

and apathy severity is ‘‘moderate’’ or ‘‘marked’’) may also

be appropriate.

Confounding factors
Mood/cognition. Although it is recognized that some trials

may deliberately include or exclude patients with depression,

the management of patients with coexisting depression requires

general consideration.

Apathy is known to be a common residual symptom follow-

ing treatment with the most commonly prescribed antidepres-

sant drugs.100-103 Thus, it is important to establish whether,

in practice, dysphoria (rather than depression per se) can be

reliably separated from apathy or whether other approaches

need to be taken such as treating depression and assessing

response.

Overall exclusion of all patients with concomitant depres-

sion could exclude those who have apathy without a dysphoric

component and may therefore restrict the pool of patients. To

overcome this, the following options were considered in

patients who meet the inclusion criteria for apathy:

1. Excluding patients with dysphoria items on Beck

Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II) and AS. Factor load-

ing analysis across the AS and BDI-II in PD identified

4 factors; 3 of which were identified from the BDI-II.

Kirsch-Darrow7 recommended a modified scoring of the

BDI-II and AS so that, in addition to total scores, rele-

vant items would be combined across scales to create

subscale scores that map onto the 4 factors; that is,

(1) apathy/‘‘loss of motivation’’ factor; (2) dysphoric

mood factor; (3) loss of interest and anhedonia factor;

(4) somatic factor. Thus, it may be possible to differ-

entiate dysphoria (rather than depression) from apathy

without using overlapping diagnostic approaches. How-

ever, appropriate cutoff scores for BDI-II dysphoria

would be required.

2. Excluding patients based on NPI-depression/dysphoria.

Appropriate cutoff scores would need to be defined (eg,

exclude NPI-depression/dysphoria �4).

3. Assigning a categorical diagnosis (for depression in AD or

PD) and, if appropriate, a prospective challenge with an

SSRI for 2 months. Treatment responders would be

excluded, whereas nonresponders and those whose mood

improve but present residual apathy symptoms would be

entered.

4. Excluding all patients with depression or marked depres-

sion; an approach that has been adopted in previous

trials.17,103

5. Including patients having depression with dysphoric symp-

toms on a stable dose of medication for 3 months prior to

randomization who were not expected to require a change

in medication during the study. The NPI scale would be

used to assess depressive symptoms in these patients at

baseline.

Option 5 offers the advantage of maximizing the potential

patient pool, while providing flexibility to study effects of med-

ication on dysphoria and depression. Further, this option

ensures that all patients at potential risk of depression are man-

aged and treated. Finally, as patients will be required to have

stable antidepressant treatment for �3 months prior to study

entry, simultaneous initiation of both an antidepressant and

an antiapathy agent is avoided. The best option of study may

also depend on the mechanism of action of the test agent and

the anticipated effect on multiple behavioral domains.

This group recommends including pure patients with apathy

as well as patients having depression with dysphoric symptoms

on a stable dose of medication for 3 months prior to randomi-

zation who are not expected to require a change in medication

during the study. The NPI scale would be used to assess depres-

sive symptoms in all study participants at baseline. Depression

would be monitored throughout the study using an alternative

scale, such as the clinician-rated Cornell Scale for Depression

in Dementia or the self-rated Geriatric Depression Scale. Trials

specifically requiring general inclusion or exclusion of depres-

sion, or trials requiring stratification according to presence or

absence of depression or dysphoria, should be considered on

a case-by-case basis.

Behavior. Overlap of behavioral and motor phenomena, such

as psychomotor retardation and bradykinesia, may confound

any treatment effect, particularly in PD, and should be

accounted for as part of the analysis plan.

Inclusion of patients with psychosis, agitation, or aggression

in AD may compromise trial participation. Most studies of

apathy in AD have excluded patients with psychosis, while the

ADMET study and earlier trials tended to exclude patients with

agitation or aggression based on an NPI assessment.17

To control for overlapping behavioral and motor phenom-

ena such as bradykinesia, this group recommends that move-

ment disorders are assessed as a secondary end point,

allowing this potential confounder to be accounted for during

analysis.

Clinical judgment should be used to exclude patients with

psychosis, agitation, or aggression in AD if this would compro-

mise participation or assessment.

Parkinsonism. The diagnosis of apathy overlaps with symp-

toms of PD (eg, psychomotor slowing and bradykinesia/brady-

phrenia). Apathy may be an endogenous symptom or syndrome

in PD, but it may also be secondary to, or at least confounded

by, associated disability and activity/motor restrictions caused
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by the illness.39 For example, apathy is associated with the sever-

ity of motor symptoms104-106 and Unified Parkinson’s Disease

Rating Scale (UPDRS) score.107 As a measure of apathy in PD,

the UPDRS has only limited utility. Although the UPDRS is psy-

chometrically sound108,109 and item 4 (motivation/initiative) met

criteria to be classified as ‘‘recommended’’ by the MDS,110,111 its

single-item rating makes it appropriate only for screening pur-

poses rather than a detailed evaluation of apathy1,112 and lacks

sensitivity when compared with the AS.112-114 An MDS-

sponsored revision of the UPDRS has been shown to have good

psychometric properties108,109 but requires further psychometric

testing.111 In apathy studies in PD, the UPDRS assessment of

motor symptoms has been used as a coprimary (NCT01782222)

or secondary end point (NCT01765257). Given the potential con-

founding role of motor symptoms, a prospective assessment of

motor symptom control may be required and the UPDRS would

be the instrument of choice. An MDS task force recommended

that scales to assess severity of motor symptoms such as UPDRS

should be included to help adjust for confounding factors in trials

involving patients with PD.115

To control for the potential confounding role of motor

symptoms, it is recommended that motor control be prospec-

tively assessed using the UPDRS.

Treatment. The use of antidepressants in previous trials of

apathy is mixed. Many recent RCTs in AD with apathy as the

primary outcome have permitted stable doses of antidepres-

sants, including ADMET which allowed SSRIs and seroto-

nin–norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors; trazodone was also

excluded (unless used as a sleep aid).17 However, an earlier

pilot study prohibited all psychotropic medications including

antidepressants or antipsychotics,116 while the ongoing study,

Bupropion for the Treatment of Apathy in Alzheimer’s Demen-

tia (NCT01047254), also excludes antipsychotics and antide-

pressants. Where antidepressant therapy is allowed, stable

use for a period of either �2 or �3 months is often specified.

Several studies have demonstrated an effect of stimulant

therapy on apathy outcomes. For example, methylphenidate

was shown to improve symptoms of apathy in both AD24,116-118

and PD.119

Allowing dementia therapies is important in view of the

potential clinical impact on generalizability of outcome.

Recent studies of apathy in AD have allowed patients receiving

stable doses (�1-4 months). For example, ADMET permitted

stable doses of cholinesterase inhibitors or memantine for � 1

month. However, as the usual initiation of cholinesterase inhibi-

tors is over 2 months, and peak effect for all the drugs from

initiation is more than 4 weeks, we recommend a longer prior

period of stable dosing of cholinesterase inhibitors than was used

in ADMET (Table 4).

The use of antipsychotics in AD is currently accompanied

by a ‘‘black box’’ warning in the United States regarding mor-

tality risk. Further, the use of antipsychotics may be a risk fac-

tor for development of apathy in AD. Antipsychotics are

typically excluded in studies of apathy in AD. In the ADMET

study, treatment with antipsychotics was excluded, while

‘‘other’’ psychotropic medications were allowed case by case

if stable for �3 months.17

There are discrepant findings in the literature about whether

deep brain stimulation increases apathy120 or whether it is

Table 4. Recommendations Relating to Concomitant Medications in Future Trials of Apathy in Neurological Diseases.

Drug Class AD PD

Antipsychotic Antipsychotics may be a risk factor for the
development of apathy syndrome in AD and
should be excluded as concomitant medications

Antipsychotics may be a risk factor for the development of apathy
syndrome in AD and should be excluded as concomitant
medications

Dementia All AChE inhibitors (patch or tablets) to be
permitted if stable for �3 months. Memantine
to be permitted, but patient population to be
stratified (dependent on risk evaluation)

MAOIs Moclobemide to be excluded, but MAO-B
inhibitors to be permitted

MAO-A inhibitors and A/B nonselective meds to be excluded. MAO-B
inhibitors considered acceptable (excluding rotigotine in PD-D), if
stable �1 month

PD medications No change in any medications for PD permitted over 12 weeks prior
to entry; may need to withdraw patients who worsen PD during
study per clinical judgment of clinician. Any DA-based treatment to
be allowed as well as anticholinergics (including TCA) as long as
stable �1 month

Benzodiazepines Withdrawal of benzodiazepines may cause deterioration in sleep and
anxiety, affecting apathy scores. Thus, Buspar or benzodiazepines to
be permitted if stable �1 month

Anxiolytics SSRIs are commonly used and are considered permissible if stable �1
TCAs permitted as long as stable � 1 month

Stimulants Methylphenidate, amphetamine, and modafinil (although not
commonly used) to be excluded to avoid confounding of data

Abbreviations: AChE, acetylcholinesterase; AD, Alzheimer disease; DA, dopamine agonist; MAO, monoamine oxidase; PD, Parkinson disease; SSRI, selective ser-
otonin reuptake inhibitor; TCA, tricyclic antidepressant; MAOI, monoamine oxidase inhibitor.
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unchanged or even improved.111 However, given the potential

effects on apathy it may be advisable to exclude patients with a

history of such treatments from apathy treatment studies.

Given that the mainstay of the treatment of motor symptoms

of PD is L-DOPA and/or dopamine agonists, these will need to

be permitted medications for apathy studies as long as the dose

is stable prior to entry (eg, for �3 months). Monoamine oxi-

dase inhibitorsand anticholinergics have cognitive or antide-

pressant side-effects which may impact the assessment of

apathy, therefore consideration should be given to excluding

(or allowing a stable dose) of these medications. This group

recommends that all concomitant medications be allowed with

the exception of antipsychotics and any drug which may have a

pharmacological interaction that would confound the results.

Psychostimulants such as methylphenidate and substrates and

modafinil and related agents would necessarily be excluded

from trials of antiapathy therapy. Given the potential effects

on apathy, it may be advisable to exclude patients with a his-

tory of deep brain stimulation from apathy treatment studies.

Consideration should be given to excluding (or requiring a sta-

ble dose of) MAOI-Bs and anticholinergics. A summary of the

group recommendations is provided in Table 4.

Outcome Measures

As discussed in Clinical Relevance of Treatment Effect sec-

tion, a statistically significant change on an evaluation scale

may not achieve a clinically relevant impact on the patient or

carer. It is therefore important to consider not only what clini-

cal characteristics should be measured, but also what magni-

tude of effect is relevant to patients and families.

We recommend that the primary outcome should reflect

symptomatic effect and would typically be measured using the

NPI-apathy or AES scales. Different studies have suggested

that a�4-point change or�30% decrease in NPI total and sub-

scale scores is clinically relevant,120-122 but these cutoffs have

not been consistently applied. No equivalent data have been

identified for the AES. Further, the ADMET detected statisti-

cally significant improvements in NPI-apathy but not in

AES-18.17

Key secondary measures should be selected according to

relevance for given study and demonstrate clinical relevance

of effect (eg, on activities of daily living [ADL], cognitive

effects, caregiver burden, and QoL). Thus, secondary measures

will complement the primary outcome and provide supportive

information on the real-life significance of any treatment

effect. Examples of potential secondary assessments are listed

in Table 5.

An additional objective requirement for the assessment of

apathy could include ambulatory actigraphy. Actigraphy has

been shown to act as an effective marker for apathy in individ-

uals with AD and could provide an objective measure of the

effect of pharmaceutical agents in such a population.123

This group recommends that the most appropriate outcome

measures should be selected during the trial design stage. The

primary outcome should reflect symptomatic effect and would

typically be measured using the NPI-apathy or AES scales.

Secondary measures should be selected as appropriate for a

given study and according to likelihood of detecting a clinically

relevant effect.

Required Study Duration

Alzheimer disease. Most RCTs investigating the effect of phar-

macological intervention on behavioral and psychological

symptoms of dementia in AD are 6 to 12 weeks in dura-

tion.124-126 In those RCTs with apathy as the primary outcome

measure, the treatment durations were: 2 � 2 week cross-

over116; 6 weeks17; 8 weeks127; and 12 weeks (ClinicalTrials.-

gov: NCT01047254 and NCT00495820). The study duration in

most RCTs with apathy as the primary outcome measure is also

6 to 12 weeks.17 ADMET was of sufficient duration (6 weeks)

to detect statistically significant improvements in both NPI-

apathy and CGI-C but not AES.17 It is also noted that a longer

duration of study might increase the likelihood of worsening

apathy in the placebo arm.

Parkinson disease. Apathy-focused trials in PD have typically

been 12 weeks (NCT01765257 and NCT00755027) or 19

weeks (NCT01782222) in duration. Improvement in apathy

as a secondary measure (using limited assessments as part of

NPI and UPDRS) has been demonstrated over 24 to 26

weeks.23

Based on these previous studies, it is considered that a

period of 6 to 8 weeks is sufficient to measure an effect on

apathy without risking confounding from deterioration in the

background condition. A double-blind continuation period of

3 to 6 months is also suggested in order to capture longer-

term findings without contaminating the primary short-term

data with an increased drop-out burden, for example. An

extended double-blind period may also allow sufficient time

to observe additional changes (especially in patients with PD).

Based on previous studies, this group recommends that the pri-

mary measure of apathy is assessed within 6 to 8 weeks, followed

by a double-blind continuation period of 3 to 6 months to allow

sufficient time for study of functionality and ADL assessment.

This extended period is recommended to increase the chance of

detecting measurable differences in the latter outcomes.

Additional Considerations

Other considerations for the design of RCTs in apathy include

use of appropriate comparators, environment, caregiver role,

and securing of patient assent or consent.

The separate evaluation of inpatients and outpatients should

be considered, as behavioral problems are more frequent in

patients in hospital or residential care.128-130 It is also recog-

nized that the caregiver’s input is critical to both good patient

care and clinical trial performance.

Clinical trials conducted in the area of apathy will typically

be placebo controlled, due to lack of approved therapies in this

indication.
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Finally, a large proportion of patients who have experienced

a stroke subsequently present with symptoms of apathy.131-133

It is therefore recommended that patients with a history of

stroke should be excluded from future AP or PD trials of apathy

to maximize information to be derived from the study popula-

tion. Poststroke apathy might be addressed as a separate indica-

tion of apathy-reducing treatments.

In the absence of other suitable controls, this group recom-

mends the use of placebo-controlled trials to evaluate investi-

gative medications for apathy. All participants should have a

reliable caregiver who is willing and able to participate fully

in the trial. Inpatients and outpatients should be evaluated sep-

arately. It is further recommended that patients with AD or PD

included in trials should have no history of a clinical stroke.

Discussion

Compared with trials of motor disorders in PD and cognition

impairment in AD, comparatively few studies have been con-

ducted to assess the prevalence and impact of apathy in these

conditions. This is despite the known correlation between the

presence of apathy and poorer functional, social, and disease

outcomes.2,12-16 One reason for this paucity of data may be

the practical challenges associated with designing an appropri-

ate and methodologically valid clinical trial to investigate the

impact of apathy in neurodegenerative disorders.

By formalizing a number of recommendations based on

ongoing collaboration and discussion among the authors, our

aim is that this review will contribute to the development of

clinical trial methodology enabling further research into the

impact of apathy in neuropsychiatric disorders. Our hope is that

these recommendations may ultimately be integrated and tested

prospectively in drug development programs.

There are still several areas where it has not proven possible

to provide definitive recommendations for future clinical trials,

notably in terms of the use of cutoff scores for severity of

apathy at baseline and with respect to the management of coex-

isting depression. We also did not discuss the engagement and

contributions of patients or their representatives in clinical trial

design. Patient-centered outcomes research is informed by the

perspectives, interests, and values of patients throughout the

research process and is now recognized as an integral compo-

nent of health care research.134,135 However, if nothing more,

this review serves to highlight those areas where further

research is required before a definitive position can be adopted.

It is our hope that an ongoing process of refinement of the rec-

ommendations presented through successive clinical trials may

ultimately lead to a definitive clinical trial methodology for this

complex and neglected area or research.

By focusing initially on AD and PD, 2 highly prevalent con-

ditions which have been extensively studied and in which most

we have the greatest body of data relating to apathy, we hope to

establish a framework for clinical trials of apathy which will

eventually open a route to the wider study of apathy in neuro-

degenerative diseases in general.
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